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Simulation-based comparison between two crane-bunk systems for loading work
when considering energy-optimal motion planning
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aApplied Physics and Electronics Department, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden; bForest Biomaterials and Technology Department, SLU, Umeå,
Sweden; cCranab AB, Vindeln, Sweden; dSwedish Cluster of Forest Technology, Umeå, Sweden

ABSTRACT
Performing work for extended periods of time while using the lowest amount of resources is an
important aspect for productivity in many industries. In forestry, the productivity of a forwarder is
seen as the volume of material it can extract to a roadside landing in a certain amount of time, where
the process of loading and unloading logs represents a large part of the work. During this process, the
esnergy consumed by the machine is directly related to the speed of the crane. Thus, increasing
productivity implies increasing the operating velocity of cranes. But according to current design of
forestry cranes, this conversely leads to an undesired increase in consumption of resources (e.g. fuel).
A second method is to alter the machine’s design, such as rotating the log bunk. This article considers
both methods through a simulation-based comparison aiming to evaluate the energy consumption of
two crane-bunk systems when loading. The first simulation system considers a forestry crane with
a fixed log bunk (forwarder-like crane). The second simulation system takes into account a forestry
crane and a rotating log bunk (harwarder-like crane). The analysis presented considers the fundamental
mathematics required to analyze the dynamics of forestry cranes and the principles required to plan
energy-optimal motions. The simulation results show that energy savings of 43% to 61% can be
obtained by determining energy-optimal motions and using a harwarder-like crane architecture.
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Introduction

Performance and productivity in forest operations depends
on many factors, such as the physical work environment, the
technology used, the human operators and how the work is
organized (Häggström and Lindroos 2016). Thus, it is desir-
able to take all relevant factors into account when aiming to
understand, evaluate and improve the expected performance
of forestry operations, (Häggström and Lindroos 2016).
However, if aiming to understand specific parts of the pro-
cess, such as how machine operators work with forestry
cranes, a more narrow engineering approach may be used.
As a forestry crane is an electro-hydraulically controlled
mechanical device, its physical properties, the features of its
hydraulic actuators, and its control systems are important in
understanding its performance. The maximum performance
of a forestry crane (i.e. the maximum speed at which parti-
cular motions can be executed) depends on the above factors
and the nature of the task undertaken. Nevertheless, how well
a crane is used and whether it operates at peak performance
levels largely depends on the operator that executes the task.
Thus, understanding and improving the maximum technical
performance levels of forestry cranes involves studies using
mechanics, robotics, control and mechatronics.

Although being crucial for improving performance, there
is little research published on optimizing forestry cranes.
Some studies exist in the area of automation, where research-
ers developed and applied control systems and purpose-built

algorithms in an attempt to demonstrate methods that can
facilitate and improve work with forestry cranes (Fodor et al,
2016; Ortiz Morales et al. 2014; Kalmaria et al. 2017; Nurmi
and Mattila 2017). Other research has considered the perfor-
mance of such control systems and algorithms (Manner et al.
2017). Other studies in the area of mechatronics considered
mechanical design concepts (Gerasimov and Siounev 2000).
Other authors reported concepts on how the use of harvester
and forwarder cranes in the mechanized cut-to-length (CTL)
system could increase performance using automation
(Billingsley et al. 2008; Ortiz Morales et al. 2014).

To improve the performance of cranes, it is important to
understand which particular motions cranes can perform to
minimize resource consumption. In the log loading process,
for instance, a human-operator manages and chooses the
crane’s movements more or less intuitively in order to per-
form a given task. While it might seem simple, given the
simplicity of the individual movements involved, to decide
the path the crane’s grapple should follow, for example, when
loading and unloading a forwarder’s log bunk (see Figure 1),
the real operator skill consists of synchronizing the indepen-
dent boom joint movements, because for a given path (such
as the one illustrated in Figure 1), there exists effectively an
infinite number of ways to synchronize the joints, all leading
to similar behavior. Additionally, a given task can be accom-
plished with many different paths, speeds, accelerations,
energy levels, etc. Thus, the main challenge for a machine
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operator is to select motions from an unbounded number of
choices for each of many possible three-dimensional paths, in
such a way that the work is performed in the most comfor-
table, energy-efficient and profitable way.

Since the motion of a forestry crane depends on the
masses, the inertias, the forces acting on the system and the
particular movements that are carried out, the choice of how
to synchronize the individual crane-booms so that the grapple
follows a particular path is a very important point to consider.
For instance, if a fixed path to perform a particular task is
chosen, an increase in productivity would require an increase
in the velocity of the crane’s movements along this path.
However, by increasing the operating velocity of the crane,
the energy consumption (fuel, electrical energy, etc.) will also
increase. Thus, the choice for a particular path becomes
a trade-off between the velocity at which the task is per-
formed and the resources consumed, where the ideal scenario
is to perform the same task in the shortest feasible period
using as little energy as possible.

One way to address this trade-off problem is to use con-
cepts from the field of robotics, which is an area in which the
optimal motion of mechanical systems plays an essential part.
Different methodologies are available to plan optimal paths
for mobile robots (Liu and Sun 2014), or to perform energy-
optimal motions with industrial robots (Paryanto et al. 2015).
Motion planning is a fundamental tool applied to industrial
robots in order to minimize their energy consumption,
because energy consumption is directly related to how
a robot moves (Hirakawa and Kawamura 1997; Sezimaria
and Ceccarelli 2004). The control systems implemented on
robots are used to execute motions as planned. In contrast to
motion planning, which is purely a mathematical subject,
control systems require specific sensors and computing hard-
ware to execute planned motions. In forestry, cranes are
beginning to be equipped with sensing devices (position and
pressure sensors) opening up the possibility of developing
computer-assisted technology for cranes (Lindroos et al.
2017), which will make it possible to apply motion planning
techniques, and thus develop semi-autonomous, or even fully
autonomous crane operations.

Since options for loading and unloading tasks in forwarders
with fixed log bunks are limited, researchers have proposed new

designs for log bunks that increase the number of ways in which
loading and unloading may be performed (Ringdahl et al. 2012).
One such design is a rotating load bunk (harwarders), like the
X19 prototype manufactured by Komatsu Forest. A rotating log
bunk allows the crane grapple to follow a much wider range of
paths when loading and unloading the log bunk (as illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4), which also increases the options for reducing
energy consumption when loading and unloading.

Therefore, given the sensing technology available on for-
estry cranes, and the possibility of various path options for
loading and unloading logs, there is both an opportunity and
a need to perform motion analysis as a tool to increase
performance. The objectives of the paper were the following:

(1) To present a way to describe, model and estimate the
energy consumption when the crane’s grapple follows
a particular path.

(2) To briefly present concepts of a particular motion
planning technique to design energy-optimal motions.

(3) To evaluate the effect on a crane’s energy consumption
for the crane’s movements when a log bunk allows
new paths for loading and unloading tasks.

The objectives were addressed by conducting a simulation-
based comparison between two crane-bunk systems. For the
purposes of this paper, the crane’s grapple follows a path
from an initial given point to a point inside the log bunk
area without collisions. Three specific paths were compared;
a standard path for a conventional crane with a fixed load
bunk (forwarder), and two possible different paths for a crane
with a rotating log bunk (harwarder). The comparison takes
into account dynamic and kinematic models, mathematical
descriptions for the paths, and the optimal motion planning
concept with three options for performance criteria.

Materials and methods

In order to evaluate energy consumption for the crane’s
movements when considering motion planning, a simulation-
based comparison between two crane-bunk systems was per-
formed. To this end, this paper considers an in-house design
desktop-size prototype, produced using 3D-printing in order

Figure 1. Examples of crane grapple paths for a typical forwarder crane.
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to conduct research into automation. Therefore, the physical
properties used for analysis – masses, actuator forces, inertias,
etc. – belong to the desktop size prototype.

The main task is to move the grapple of the crane through
a predefined path in three-dimensional space, as sketched in
Figure 1. The motion goes from an initial given point to
a final point inside the log bunk without collisions, simulating
a pick-and-place action of grabbing a log from the ground
and placing it in the log-bunk. Three specific paths were
compared: a standard path for a conventional fixed log
bunk, and two different paths with a rotating log bunk. For
this comparison, the framework involves the kinematic and
dynamic model of the crane (without logs), the kinematic
model of the log bunk, three specified paths and three per-
formance criteria (total energy, torque and mechanical
power). Being considered as constants in the evaluation (the
same fixed extra mass in the grapple), the logs were not
considered in the simulation, although the restriction related
to having them in the grapple was included (i.e. having to
pass over load stakes instead of between).

General description of the crane-bunk systems and
the paths to be considered

Two different systems were studied, both of which include
a crane and a log-bunk. For each system, the crane’s grapple
had to move through a path simulating the loading of logs

into the bunk, without the logs or the grapple colliding with
the bunk. The first system resembled a standard forwarder,
where the log-bunk is fixed, while the second system
resembled a harwarder, where the log-bunk can rotate. To
facilitate comparison, the initial and final configurations for
the motion of the crane were the same. Referring to Figure 2,
with the crane’s pillar in the Cartesian coordinates (0m, 0m,
0m), the Cartesian coordinates of the grapple’s starting point
(for all cases) were (0m, −0.4m, 0m), while the Cartesian
coordinates of the grapple’s ending point (for all cases) were
(0.5m, 0m, 0,1m).

For the case when the machine behaves as a conventional
forwarder, the path followed by the crane’s grapple resembles
a parabola, as depicted in Figure 1 (hereafter called the
“standard path”). For that motion, the grapple has to travel
high above the log-bunk in order to avoid collisions with the
log-bunk poles (Figure 2, right).

A harwarder with a movable log-bunk allows other path
options for the grapple, two of which were considered. The
first path resembles a quasi-straight line, for which the final
position of the log bunk forms an angle of 135° with the “X”
axis (Figure 3). The second path is represented by a curve with
the final position of the log bunk forming an angle of 90° with
the “X” axis (Figure 4). Henceforth these harwarder paths are,
respectively, called the “straight path” and the “curve path”. As
shown in Figures 3 and 4, having a movable log-bunk removes
the necessity of lifting the grapple over the log-bunk.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of a forestry crane with fixed log bunk (forwarder) and the standard path.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of a forestry crane with rotating log bunk (harwarder) and the straight path.
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Mathematical modeling

Motion planning requires mathematical models of the crane, the
log bunk, and a mathematical definition of the paths followed by
the grapple. Since the energy consumption of the crane is taken
as the main design criterion, it is necessary to derive the kine-
matic and dynamic models in order to calculate the energy that
the crane consumes when performing a particular task. Clearly it
is necessary to avoid collisions between the grapple and the log-
bunk, so the position of the log-bunk must be known at all
times. Thus, the kinematic model of the log bunk is also needed.
Finally, paths followed by the grapple are defined by mathema-
tical polynomial functions called Bézier curves (Mortenson
1999).

Kinematic model of the crane

A kinematic model is a set of equations that help to calculate
the position and orientation for each of the rigid bodies in
a mechanical system, without considering the forces that
cause the motion. Four rigid bodies are considered in this
study (Figure 5). The base of the crane has rotational motion
and is represented by q1. The inner boom and outer boom
also have rotational motion, represented by q2 and q3, respec-
tively. Finally, the telescope has translational motion, repre-
sented by q4. The variables q1, q2, q3, and q4 are known as
generalized coordinates and denote the main boom motions

of the crane. The vector of generalized coordinates can be
mathematically stated as follows,

q ¼ q1; q2; q3; q4½ �T (1)

where T is the transpose operator. Once the vector of generalized
coordinates is given, the forward kinematics is obtained bymeans
of the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) convention (Spong et al. 2006).
Forward kinematics make it possible to calculate the Cartesian
coordinates (X, Y, Z) of the grapple’s location given the values for
q. The inverse problem of computing q given the grapple’s
Cartesian coordinates, known as the inverse kinematics, is solved
using another set of nonlinear trigonometric equations. The use of
forward and inverse kinematicsmakes it possible to determine the
position and orientation of all components of the crane at all
times.

Dynamic model of the crane

Unlike the kinematic model, the dynamic model is concerned
with the study of forces and torques and their effect on themotion
of the rigid bodies. The use of Euler-Lagrange formulations
(Spong et al. 2006) leads to a general procedure for representing
the dynamics of a crane as a system of second order differential
equations. A general form to describe a mechanical system is
given by,

M qð Þ€qþ C q; _qð Þ _qþ G qð Þ ¼ τ; (2)

where q represents the vector of generalized coordinates, and
denotes the position for each of the crane joints; _q and €q represent
the first and second derivatives, denoting the velocity and accel-
eration of the motion, respectively;M qð Þ represents the mass and
inertiamatrix,C q; _qð Þ represents theCoriolismatrix,G qð Þ repre-
sents the gravity vector and τ represents the vector of torques and
forces exerted at the crane’s joints. Equation (2) considers the
physical properties of the crane in terms of the positions, velocities
and accelerations of each of the crane’s components (Figure 5), as
well as the individualmasses and inertias. Having the values for all
these physical properties and a definedmotion for q allows τ to be
calculated, telling us the forces needed to generate that motion.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of a forestry crane with rotating log bunk (harwarder) and the curve path.

Figure 5. Components of a forestry crane and the variables names for their
generalized coordinates (q1-q4).
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Kinematic model of the log bunk

The kinematics of the log bunk considers a flatbed and six
retaining stakes (Figure 6). The forward kinematics of the log
bunk was considered in the Cartesian space and computed
using the Yaw, Pitch and Roll Euler angles, as well as the
Denavit-Hartenberg convention (Spong et al. 2006).

Mathematical description of the paths

Figures 2–4 show only the shape of the paths. Nevertheless,
mathematical equations representing the paths are necessary.
The three paths were all mathematically described by means
of Bézier curves as follows,

B tð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼0
bi;n tð ÞPi; 0 � t � 1; (3)

where,

bi;n ¼ n!
i! n� ið Þ! t

i 1� tð Þn�1; i ¼ 0; . . . ; n: (4)

In Equations (3) and (4), bi;n are the coefficients representing
a polynomial of order n and Pi are control points for the
Bézier curve. By defining different values for bi;n and Pi in (3)
and (4), the three paths shown in Figure 7 are obtained.
Values for the arc length (measurements of the traveling
distances along the paths) are given in Table 1.

Motion planning problem

The motion planning problem consists of finding the individual
crane movements q1; q2; q3; and q4 required to move the

grapple from an initial to a final point along a given path.
During the motion, the grapple should move along the desired
path avoiding collisions, and the motion should respect the
restrictions of the system in terms of velocity and acceleration.
These restrictions come from the fact that the cylinders to move
the crane will reach a velocity limit when using maximum
power. Velocities above that limit are impossible, because the
system cannot physically deliver more power.

Although motion planning has been extensively investi-
gated since the beginning of robotics, there is neither
a standard algorithm providing the best possible solution,
nor an agreement on how to measure the performance of
a computer generated motion. The problem lies in the redun-
dancy in the number of degrees of freedom (number of
generalized coordinates), which means that an infinite num-
ber of motions can accomplish similar behavior. Therefore,
whether computerized algorithms perform well or not is
subjective and depends on a variety of factors. These factors
are related to the task for which the method is being used,
and the performance metric applied by the motion-planning
algorithm. There exist numerous methods to solve the
motion-planning problem. A modern approach is to use
optimization. Optimization methods are iterative processes
attempting to maximize or minimize an objective function
(e.g. energy), where the computational cost (i.e. time to solve
the optimization problem) depends on the number of con-
straints and the number of independent variables. For the
particular problem studied in this paper, the objective func-
tion could be stated as: maximize the velocity profiles along
the established path, while minimizing energy. The indepen-
dent variables would be q1; q2; q3; and q4 and the solutions
should fulfill the acceleration and velocity constraints, as well
as the different conditions to avoid undesired collisions. The
solution for this particular problem could use optimization
methods of nonlinear programming with complex computa-
tional cost. The problem with standard optimization is that it
often leads to long search times, and it is not possible to
determine whether a solution exists or not.

A more sophisticated approach to motion planning uses
virtual holonomic constraints (Ortiz Morales et al. 2014),
which make it possible to solve the motion planning problem

Figure 6. Elements for log bunk kinematics.

Figure 7. Comparison of the paths in Cartesian system.

Table 1. Arc length for each of the paths.

Path Arc length (m)

Standard path 0.7180
Straight path 0.6472
Curve path 0.7009
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analytically. Analytical methods are usually superior to iterative
methods, because they provide a direct solution to a problem
without the need to run iterative algorithms for extended peri-
ods of time. In addition, virtual holonomic constraints allow for
the selection of motions within the upper and lower velocity
limits. Selecting motions near the maximum velocities represent
the faster motions. Hence, the computational cost when using
virtual holonomic constraints is less than that for optimization-
based methods. As virtual holonomic constraints have more
benefits than standard optimization methods, this method of
motion planning was used in this study. Interested readers can
find more information about the applications of virtual holo-
nomic constraints in the area of automation for forestry cranes
in the work paper by Ortiz Morales et al. (2014) and the refer-
ences therein.

Performance criteria

The motion planning solution determines the movements for
q1; q2; q3; and q4, so that the crane’s grapple will follow
a given path and complete it within a given time.
Calculating the crane’s energy for the solution becomes read-
ily available, because the motion planning procedure provides
information about the positions, velocities, accelerations, and
forces.

Using concepts from classical mechanics, total energy,
torque and mechanical power are physical properties measur-
ing energy consumption, and are often used for planning
motions in robotics. These properties relate to the power
actuators consume when performing motion, and are calcu-
lated according to the forces and torques required to perform
a given movement. Thus, three energy-related performance
criteria can be mathematically expressed using these physical
properties as follows:

1) Total energy ET :

ET ¼
ðtf
0
K þ Uð Þdt (5)

2) Torque τ:

τ ¼
ðtf
0
τdt: (6)

3) Mechanical power MP:

MP ¼
ðtf
0
τ _q dt: (7)

Where K represents kinetic energy, U is the potential energy
and _q is the vector of velocities, that is, the derivative of the
generalized coordinate vector. Note the energy consumption
of the crane (without logs) is considered but not that of the
log-bunk, because the energy required to rotate the log-bunk
is negligible in relation to the energy required to move the
crane.

Analysis

Energy consumption was measured from the moment the
grapple started the motion (at the initial position) to the
moment it stopped (at the final point). The three paths
were evaluated based on the three performance criteria,
given a fixed amount of time to traverse the path. The average
of the three criteria was also calculated for each path. The
effect of time allowed to complete the path traversal was
investigated, requiring simulations of different crane veloci-
ties. In the simulations, the shortest time to finish the motion
was set to 30 seconds and the longest time was set to 70 sec-
onds. The shortest time was chosen according to the con-
straints imposed by the actuators and the particular design of
the desktop-size crane-bunk systems. Since there is virtually
no limit to how slowly any motion can be executed, the
longest time limit was set subjectively. For comparison pur-
poses, the time span of 40 seconds was selected, since this
time was considered fast while the amount of energy con-
sumed was reasonable. Finally in order to give an example of
the effect of only allowing given levels of performance cri-
teria, the time required when allowing a mechanical power of
0.40 W was evaluated.

Results

The simulation results showed that for any given motion, there
was a trade-off between speed and energy, with more energy
required when executing the path in shorter time (Figure 8).
Irrespective of the time allowed for the work, following the stan-
dard path consumed most energy, regardless of the performance
criteria (Figure 8), while following the curve path consumed the
least energy, irrespective of time allowed and performance criteria
chosen. The amount of energy required, for an allowed time of
40 seconds, is shown in Table 2.

Taking the standard path as the reference point for total
energy as performance criterion, approximately 48% less
energy was required when using the straight path and 62%
less energy using the curve path (see energy values in Table 2).
For the case of torque, the corresponding values were 58% and
77% less torque required for the straight and curve path,
respectively. Finally, for mechanical power, the corresponding
values were 25% and 44% less for the straight and curve path
respectively. The average savings were 43% for the straight
path and 61% for the curve path.

Given a fixed mechanical power of 0.40 W, the task was
performed in 55 seconds when the standard path was used,
while the task was performed in 31 seconds using the curve
path. Thus, in a period of one hour, the task could be con-
ducted approximately 65.45 times using the standard path
and 116.12 times using the curve path. Thus, for this energy
level, using the curve path would nearly double productivity.

Discussion

This study describes the mathematical foundations required
to analyze certain characteristics of forestry cranes, in parti-
cular the energy consumed when a crane’s grapple follows
a given path. Additionally, it presents a method to plan
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energy-optimal motions, clearly exhibiting the trade-off pro-
blem between velocity and energy for crane motions. Using
this approach makes it possible to plan time-optimal motions
with a trade-off between velocity and energy consumption.
These results complement former studies that only showed
how time-optimal motion can be determined (Ortiz Morales
et al. 2014).

As explained above, improvements in energy consumption are
related to improvements inmechanical performance: total energy,
torque and mechanical power. These are physics-based criteria
related to the dynamics of motion, i.e. how forces are applied to
the crane in order to perform particular movements. An alter-
native choice is to use fuel as a measurement of energy consump-
tion.However, the fundamentalmathematics required to properly
analyze this problem is not available in the literature, because fuel
consumption involves highly nonlinear equations that are subjec-
tive and not general (Ogata 2003). Nevertheless, it is important to
understand that reducing energy in terms of mechanical perfor-
mance will reduce fuel consumption, since the system uses fuel to
generate motion, and fuel is somewhat related to mechanical
power.

In the field of automation, path planning remains a challenging
area, because for any redundant mechanical system there exists
not one, but a variety of paths that can be used to performa similar
task. This paper considers three paths selected as examples. The
first is a standard parabolic path, performed by standard

forwarder machines during typical working cycles. The second
and third are provided as examples when amachine has the ability
to work as a hardwarder, i.e. with a rotating log-bunk. This
configuration was chosen because machines of a similar kind
have been produced as prototypes in Scandinavia. Hence, the
choice does not go outside the mainstream of industrial develop-
ments. Additionally, it is important to mention that selecting
better path options is possible, but that requires a study of optimal
path planning, which was outside the scope of this article.

The results show that using harwarder machines could reduce
energy consumption by at least 43% (compared to using
a forwarder machine), when the path of the grapple resembles
a quasi-straight line (straight path). Further improvements, by at
least 62%, may be achieved when the grapple follows a curve-like
path. The reason why a harwarder-like system has greater pro-
ductivity than a forwarder-like system is because the actuators do
not need to make the extra forces to lift the crane above the log-
bunk. Since the actuators are naturally holding the weight of the
crane,most of the energy required to performmotion is wasted on
lifting weight. In terms of physics, motions of the grapple above
the log-bunk involve high potential energy, which is related to
lifting weight. Note the additional energy consumed by the rotat-
ing log-bunk in a harwarder-like system is negligible in relation to
the crane’s potential energy.

This study used an in-house design of a desktop-size pro-
totype developed for automation research as the model for
the analysis. The size of this system raises the question of
whether the results are scalable to large machines. It is indeed,
since forestry cranes are mechanical systems, and properties
such as mass, inertia and forces are general irrespective of
size. Given that this study involves a physics-based frame-
work that has formerly been validated on commercial forestry
machines (La Hera and Ortiz Morales 2014; Ortiz Morales

Figure 8. Trade-off between performance criteria and time when considering different paths. The x-axis represents the time it takes to finish the motion. The y-axis
is the amount of energy consumed given the performance criteria, in both axes from the fastest motion to the slowest. The first column of plots shows results using
the performance criteria of total energy (5), the second column using torque (6), and the third column using mechanical power (7). Note that the y-axis scales vary,
in order to enable visualization of the trade-off pattern between time and energy.

Table 2. Energy consumption for different paths at the trade-off point
t = 40 seconds.

Path Total Energy (J) Torque (N-m) Mechanical power (W)

Standard path 0.1769 0.8589 0.5549
Straight path 0.0918 0.3537 0.4142
Curve path 0.0667 0.1955 0.3105
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et al. 2014), similar results can be attained with large
machines. Thus, the results suggests further studies on the
benefits of having rotating log-bunks on forwarders would be
valuable. In addition, for the case of standard forwarders,
future studies could address the optimal path planning pro-
blem in order to identify the path with the best possible trade-
off between energy and velocity, in contrast to the arbitrarily
chosen paths used in this study. Optimal motions can be used
currently for the education of machine operators, and more
technologically, they can be used to automate portions of the
working cycles (Ortiz Morales et al. 2014). As mentioned
before, paths selected in this paper were not necessarily the
best options but they can provide a general idea of how the
process can be improved. Taking into account that some of
the actual cranes have the neccesary equipment to perform
autonomous movements, it would be easy to carry out a test
in order to verify the benefits of applying autonomous move-
ments against movements perfomed by operators.

Finally, this study focuses only on the log loading process.
Nevertheless, it is possible to analyze the logging operations
using the same methodology, since all the operations are per-
fomed by means of mechanical devices. Hence, it is possible to
derive models considering the dynamics of mechanical systems
(cranes, vehicles and log bunks), physical properties of the logs
(weight and size) and the extraction distance. Advanced optimiza-
tion tools, such as those provided by virtual holonomic con-
straints, can then be used to solve particular problems that
maximize or minimize different performance criteria.

In conclusion, this document showed that by considering
a rotating log-bunk and energy-optimal motions, energy savings
can be achieved. Since the results are based on mathematical
models, the methodology can be implemented in real cranes and
it can be guaranteed that the results will be similar.
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